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Upcoming events:
Nov. 25-26—Dojang Closed for
Thanksgiving

We are experiencing a problem at our
dojang that most schools would envy. We
now have five master Instructors, two of
whom are Oh Dans, and since this last
testing cycle we also now have three Sah
Dans teaching at the studio. Feel free to
congratulate Mr. Mentley and Mr. Thompson
for their recent promotion, whenever you see
them.
I am very proud of their accomplishment.
Both men gave the best they had to clear this
great hurdle. It takes years of training to
achieve 4th Dan. At Vaughn’s, it is not an
easy accomplishment to take your place
amongst the Ko Dan Ja here.
For you young Black Belts, it would be a
good idea to approach these newly promoted
warriors and ask them to tell you a little about
their journey so far in Tang Soo Do. It takes
a special kind of individual to submit oneself
to the scrutiny that testing offers at the Black
Belt level.

Our school is unique in that all Black
Belts and Cho Dan Bos are required to do
maintenance tests two times in a year. This
keeps everyone at a high level of
competence knowing that twice a year they
will be asked to complete our semi-annual
maintenance test. You all should feel pride
in the fact that we can boast this high level of
instruction to anyone considering joining our
dojang.
We have survived the Covid outbreak
thus far and, according to Dr. Rosenkrans,
things are looking up. I think that now is a
good time to start thinking about the year
2022. I have a good feeling that we will
enjoy a boom in the number of new students
in the upcoming months.
If everyone would make it a goal to bring
in one new student, we could double our
numbers in a short time. Remember that we,
as a studio, should strive to spread Tang Soo
Do to as many people as we can.
Of the three Sah Dans teaching at our
dojang, each one is a dedicated instructor.
When I first made Black Belt, the highest
ranking American in the whole Philadelphia
area was 2nd Dan. I remember back then
that we were all a little afraid of him.
All of our Black Belts can witness the
good that Tang Soo Do has brought into their
lives. That is why we always ask anyone
from the Black Belt ranks who gets promoted
to say a few words about their experiences
on reaching this new position.
Instructors listen attentively to the newly
promoted. They are hoping to hear that the
sweat and time they have poured out on this
individual was not in vain.

Dec. 5—Vaughn’s Holiday Party
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The Black Belt Test
By Anushka Nair, Cho Dan
Four years ago, a few of us
started this amazing journey up
through the ranks of Tang Soo Do.
Now we have all passed our Black
Belt test.
The first part, the written test,
happened a bit differently than
usual. It was an online test and had
to be taken at home. Although I had
studied hard and was well prepared,
I couldn’t help feeling nervous as
this was the first step to my goal. I
am glad I did well in the test. For
future testers, all answers are in the
Gup manual.
The second and final part of our
test was at the Kalahari Resort in the
Poconos. There were different
sections and there were five Masters
at each testing panel. The
conductors were getting ready for
the test. There were at least two
conductors at each panel. It all
began when we finished lining up. We
were called to attention and bowed in.
Right after, we did push-ups, crunches,
jumping jacks and punches.
We started drill which was full of
basic techniques that we do in every class
drill. Again, for future testers, please train
and polish these techniques the best you
can.

speed break. On the first break we had a
The last piece of advice for future
choice between knife-hand, elbow strike
testers is always believe in yourself. If
or hammer fist. I chose the hammer fist
you believe, you can accomplish anything.
which I was the most confident with
because I always used to break using
it. The second break was with wheel
kick which worked. The last one was
an unexpected jump axe kick.
The overall
test was actually
harder than I
had expected. I
expected it to be
the same as the
maintenance
test so I trained
like I did for the
maintenance test.
But thankfully I was
prepared for the
test to be harder
and I made it.

This was followed by forms which
was extremely difficult because we had to
do all the Sae Kye Hyung. Many of the
participants were out of breath so we had
2 minutes mask break and so on.
We then moved on to weapon forms,
so we brought our bongs into the section
we were testing in. I would like to stress
the importance of going at your own pace
during forms. Try to keep your focus and
not get distracted by the other candidates
around you. It is not a race.
We moved on to breaking, which I
had dreaded the most because I had the
least practice for breaking boards. I was
really glad that we did not have to do a
Dragon’s Den
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The Breathtaking Tournament at Kalahari
By Aryan Singh, Cho Dan Bo
second or third. Something you should
always be doing when you are at a
tournament is...watch others.
Finally, another good thing you get
from a tournament is memories. You can
make friends and meet a lot of people. It is
crucial to meet those people because most
probably those people will be with you your
entire life in tournaments. You can set
goals to be better than someone, and trust
This extraordinary experience started
at 1:30 on Saturday. My family and I had
been waiting for four HOURS! Finally, it
was time for the best part of the day. My
time to shine in the ring. I was not (as
much) excited to show off or win medals, I
was actually excited to make some
marvelous memories and improve my own
forms a lot from watching others.
Tournaments might just look like a way to
show off your skill from the outside, but on
the inside they are much more than that.
Firstly, the important thing that you get
from a tournament is knowledge. Most
people don’t get first place, so there is
always someone who did something better
than you. You can learn from that. By
watching someone’s form you can figure
out how they got so good. Even if you got
first place, there is still always something
you can learn from someone who got

Pictured: Several of the Championship Participants
(Competitors and Judges)

US National Championship
By Ryan Bell, Cho Dan Bo
My trip to the US National tournament
was great. Before I even arrived I was
nervous. Due to the pandemic, it had
been over two years since I last
competed. Once we arrived, though, I felt
better and I knew I could do it. I went
directly to my ring, and I started to focus
on what I had been training on. Before I
knew it, the competition
was done. The judges
reviewed what we should
work on to improve.
Then it was time for the
awards. The first award
was for weapons.
Unfortunately, I made a
mistake and didn't get a
medal. Then it was time
for hyung. I knew that I
had scored well. It was
down to me and another
person for first place.
When they announced
second place, I knew I
had won. I was so proud
Dragon’s Den

me, making those goals helps a lot. I am
just trying to tell you that when you are at a
tournament, be productive.
You might think that tournaments are
really scary, but if you try your hardest, you
will always improve and do better. I
recommend everyone to go to the
tournaments because it is really cool and
awesome. I really think everyone will like
them.

of myself. They announced my name and
gave me a gold medal. The last award
was for sparring but I already knew I
wasn’t going to medal. I was proud of my
effort though as I tried to be more
aggressive.
The tournament showed me that I
have improved and also
that I need to continue to
train harder. When I got
home I showed my family
my medal and they were
very proud and happy for
me. I was happy to earn
the award for both myself
and as a representative
of Vaughn’s Dojang. I
look forward to the next
tournament where we
can hopefully have more
spectators and I can
connect with students
from Vaughn’s Dojang
and across Region 8.

My Kalahari Experience
By Ridham Khambhati, Cho Dan
The tournament was one of a kind,
and it was fun and exciting to compete in
it. Kalahari organized the tournament
very nicely and made sure that everything
was on time. This made it easier for
everyone to know when they had to
compete. There were many studios
participating at the tournament and there
were very kind staff who were willing to
help. The judges were also amazing and
helped out when it was needed. This
made it very easy to find where and when
to go.
The tournament was a great time and
place to make new friends that will
probably be with you in future
tournaments. Tournaments are very
special. They are the places where you
can have fun but also be serious and give
everything you’ve got. You can show that
you are the best or that you need more
improvement. There is always room for
improvement even if you do great. This is
a time where you can learn from your
mistakes and make sure that you work on
what is necessary and give all of your
effort. TANG SOO!
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US National Championship
By Samruddh Huddar, 1st Gup
I am Samruddh Huddar and I would
like to share my experience at the Tang
Soo Do US Nationals held at Kalahari
Resorts. It was my first time at Kalahari.
Due to the COVID situation, all of us had
to wear masks all the time. At the
tournament they took all the necessary
precautions like online screening, mask
mandate and starting six feet away from
the opponent at the beginning of a
sparring match.
I competed in the 1st Gup category
for the 8–10-year-old group, with seven
other participants in the group. We were

greeted by a group of five judges, a
scorekeeper, and a timekeeper. As this
was my first time, I was very nervous on
how I would perform. The judges took
time to talk to all of us and made us feel
comfortable. This made me feel a lot
better and I felt more confident than
before.
The tournament started with an
instructional video about sparring rules
and use of weapons. The judges
informed us of the rules before each
round.

The first round was to demonstrate
the use of weapons. I performed Bong
Hyung Il Bu. Next was the forms round
and I performed Bassai. The final round
was sparring. I won the first round of
sparring and my performance was
appreciated by the judges and audience.
I won the participation medal in this
tournament and thoroughly enjoyed being
part of the tournament. I am eagerly
waiting to participate in the tournament
next year and am keenly looking forward
to it.
Thank you.

Volleyball Court Project
By Anthony Hoang, Cho Dan
On October 16,
2021, Vaughn’s
Dojang repaired and
built a new volleyball
court for Freedoms
Foundation. We did
this to show our
appreciation to
Freedoms Foundation
because they let us
train there and it is
time we gave
something back.
Some 30 students
were there helping
complete this mighty
effort. Master Altiere,
Mr. Hoang Sr., and
Mr. Buckwalter did the
borders of the court,
and Master Vaughn,
Master Lipstein, and a
few others helped put
up the posts for the net. All of the
students were picking up weeds, digging
trenches, and cleaning up the area. What
I did was a little bit of everything. I mostly
supervised and helped other students do
their tasks. The whole thing took a
while—three hours. However, those three
hours were some of the most efficient
work I have seen. Very few times were
people standing around; people were
working hard and such. There was also a
class training in the background. Mr.
Mentley, Dr. Thompson, Mr. Price, Mr.
Gable, and Mr. Robertson instructed the
students. Overall, it was a good and
effective day.
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Freedoms Foundation Volleyball Court Project (Continued)
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Tang Soo Do Terminology
By Teresa Otto, Sam Dan

Draw a line matching the English term to the Korean term.

1. Front kick

Hu Ri Twul Ki

2. Low block

Chon Kyung

3. Waist twisting

Tae Keuk Ki

4. Back break fall

Ahp Cha Ki

5. Outside-to-inside kick

Muk Yum

6. Very low knife hand

Choi Ha Dan Soo Do Mahk Ki

7. Meditation

Pahkeso Ahnuro Cha Ki

8. Korean flag

Dwi Nak Bop

9. Respect

Ha Dan Mahk Ki
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Halloween Training
By Rick Braun, Sam Dan
A good time was had by all at this
year's Halloween training. Despite rain
earlier in the morning, the weather was
beautiful during the time we were at
Freedoms Foundation. We had over 50
students, including Little Red Riding Hood,
Kurt Cobain, Rocky, a werewolf, skeletons,
superheroes, ninjas, pirates, athletes, a
panda, a narwhal, and many other
characters and costumes. Master
Rosenkrans warmed everyone up and then
Master Altiere drilled everyone in hand and
foot techniques and then a few hyung. The
students then enjoyed relay races and
limbo and Halloween candy.
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Halloween Party
(Cont’d)
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Holiday Bethesda Project, 2021
Helping the Homeless
By Master Altiere
What a great feeling it is when you
are able to help others. Did you know that
our studio has been helping the Bethesda
Project for 20 + years? During this
timeframe our students have graciously
donated thousands of items to the
homeless of Philadelphia. They truly
appreciate all of your donations. Thank
you for your past donations. We are
asking you again this year, if you are able,
to consider donating the following (new)
items:



Men’s large and X-large underwear



Men’s large and X-large long
underwear



Large and X-large gloves and
sweatshirts



Men’s large jeans

Please start giving your items to your
instructor around November 1st or place
the items in the box at the Audubon
studio. If you prefer to donate money,
Master Altiere will purchase the items.
Your donated items will be delivered
to the Bethesda Project around
December 15th. Thank you again for your
generosity and caring for the poor.



Socks



Shower shoes or flip flops



Bars of soap



Deodorant



Shaving cream



Disposable razors



$5 gift cards for Wawa, CVS, Dunkin
Donuts, and Target

You have probably heard the words
of a great author say, “when you get,
give.” Through your Tang Soo Do training
you have learned the importance of taking
care of the less fortunate; now is an
opportunity to do that. We truly
appreciate your kindness.

Testing Your Knowledge
By Scott Thompson, Sah Dan

Ki Hap

d.

Ki Kong

What is the Korean term for center level side defense?
a. Soo Do Mahk Ki
b. Yup Cha Ki

c.

Choong Dan Hang Jin

d.

Choong Dan Yup Mahk Ki

Knife hand defense and reverse punch in fighting stance is…
a. Yuk Soo
b. Yuk Jin

c.

Yuk Dan

d.

Soo Ki

The Korean term for arm is...
a. Bahl

c.

Chu Mok

d.

Pahl

c.

Honor Friendship

d.

Respect and Obedience

Grandmaster Shin’s first school in the United States was located in the city of…
a. Philadelphia, PA
b. Burlington, NC
c. Burlington, NJ

d.

Burlington, MA

What does Kyuck Pa mean…
a. Breaking

b.

Da Ri

Which of the following is one of the 14 attitude requirements
a. Serious approach
b. Perseverance

b.

Break Falls

The two kick techniques in Bassai are Yup Cha Ki and…
a. Ahp Cha Ki
b. Tollyo Cha Ki

10. The Korean term for endurance is…
a. Chung Shim
b.

9. d

10. b
Dragon’s Den
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8. a

9.

c.

7. c

8.

A yell to focus your mind and energy is called a…
a. Ki
b. Cha Ki

6. a

7.

Da Ri

c.

Free Sparring

d.

Strike

c.

Dwi Cha Ki

d.

Phakeso Ahnu Ro Cha Ki

c.

Moo Shim

d.

Chung Shin Tong Il

5. d

6.

d.

4. b

5.

Hu Ri

3. d

4.

c.

2. c

3.

Do Bohk

1. a

2.

Your uniform’s belt is called a…
a. Dee
b.
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To Our Newest Cho Dan Bo:
Krishav Chug

And to the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Anushka Nair
Saanvi Prasad
Aradhana Sahu
Kartik Tyagi
E Dan
Darshan Balasubramaniyan
Emily Hoang
Gowri Kalpam
Simran Kaur
Arushi Modi
Akanksha Palod
Sam Dan
Teresa Otto
Sah Dan
Rick Mentley
Scott Thompson
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